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Color coding on Tier 1 Tip Sheets align with color coding in the Teacher Acute Concussion Tool (TACT)

1. Mental Fatigue  
2. Slowed Processing Speed  
3. Short-term Memory

There are more Get Schooled On Concussion Tip Sheets than we were able to include in this Concussion Return to Learn Lesson Plan (i.e., The Teenage Driver with a Concussion, School Nurses are VITAL, etc.). Please find them at: www.GetSchooledOnConcussions.com. Be sure to frequent our website as we continue to upload new materials over time.

We want to be responsive to the field’s needs. ✓ Kid Tested, Teacher Approved  
If you have ideas for Tip Sheets, please let us know @ Karen@GetSchooledOnConcussions.com or Brenda@GetSchooledOnConcussions.com